


We are excited to share the second activity book with you. We hope 
you, your child and the whole family had fun with the last activities. 
Imagine, how much learning happened while you spent the time with 
your child to create, explore, and play.

As we mentioned in Book 1, children need to have mastered certain skills 
in their development before going to school so that they can cope with 
the demands placed on them. Based on guidelines from the National 
Curriculum Framework (NCF) and Early Learning Developmental Areas 
(ELDAs), we have developed activities that will help stimulate specific 
areas of development. In the book we explain what each ELDA means 
and why it is important. You will see that each ELDA has an icon. These 
icons will be used to show you which area is being focused on during an 
activity. The main ELDA will be in a big flag next to the activity.

You will get many ideas on how to use household items to stimulate 
your child. You do not need expensive toys. If you do not have 
something in the house, maybe you can replace it with something else? 
Get creative and problem solve with your child — this is such an 
important skill you can teach your child. If your child can come up with 
solutions few problems will be too big to solve in the future.   

It is important that you as a parent work hard to help your child be 
ready for school. Doing the activities in this book is a good start. You will 
have to practise colours, counting, shapes, drawing, cutting etc. over 
and over.

If your child finds an activity too easy, you can do the activity from the 
older age group. Or make it more difficult by helping less. 



If your child finds an activity too difficult, do the activity from the
younger age group. Or make it easier by helping more.

Remember to be patient with your child. A child learns best when
he/she knows that mistakes are okay to make. Praise your child often.
It may not be perfect, but he/she did his/her best.

HAVE FUN LEARNING TOGETHER THROUGH PLAY!

Please share your feedback with us!

Website: thelearninginitiative.org

Email: info@thelearninginitiative.org

Facebook: TheLearningInitiativeNPO

Instagram: thelearninginitiative

-MATTHEWJACOBSON.COM



! ELDA 1 — Well-Being
The emotional, social and physical aspects of a child’s development all
form part of well-being. Enjoying physical activities, being well-nourished,
having a secure and supportive relationship with the caregiver, living in a
safe and secure environment and learning to respond to difficult
circumstances (resilience) all have a positive influence on a child’s well-
being. When children have good health and feel secure and content, then
they are motivated to learn.

" ELDA 2 — Identity and Belonging
Identity is a child’s understanding of who they are, what they can and
cannot do, and what they like and dislike. Relationships with adults
(practitioners, family and community members) and other children are
important when a child is discovering themselves as they start to see
similarities and differences.
A sense of belonging helps children to develop their identity (where and
whom they belong to). This allows them to develop secure relationships
with others.
When children see themselves as capable and confident and they develop 
a strong sense of self-care, they can build strong relationships with other 
children and adults. 

# ELDA 3 — Communication
From the moment when children are born, most can communicate.
However, the communication looks different at different ages. For
example, new-born babies communicate their needs through crying
whereas toddlers will start to use non-verbal language and sounds to
communicate. Adults listen and respond which builds trust and a feeling
of belonging.
Communication is key for children to make sense of their world. Children
need to be able to understand what is being said, and they need to be
understood by others. Children need to be able to express themselves
clearly and confidently in all areas of their life. Communication is the
foundation of relationships and is vital for learning, play and social
interaction.



! ELDA 4 — Exploring Mathematics
Understanding mathematical concepts help us make sense of the world.
When exploring mathematics, children learn about numbers and
counting, they learn to solve problems and how to use and understand
shapes, patterns, time and measurement. We use maths every day of
our life -for example when working with money, when cooking or planning
a party. Children therefore need lots of opportunities to explore and to
develop mathematical thinking.

" ELDA 5 — Creativity
When being creative, children produce new and useful ideas to create
solutions to problems and challenges. To learn to be creative and
innovative children should be encouraged to ask questions such as ‘What
is happening here?’ ‘Why is it happening?’ ‘What can we do about it?’
‘What if I ….?’ Young children are curious and want to learn about what is
around them. Children should be able to create solutions through problem
solving and using their imagination.

# ELDA 6 — Knowledge and Understanding of the World
A big part of learning for children involves finding out themselves how the
world works. From small they are curious and want to explore the world.
As a parent or caregiver you need to create many opportunities for your
child to investigate the world around him/her. Let your child explore, build
and experiment. Talk to your child about what he/she sees, how things
work and why things happen. As your child gains a better understanding
of the world, he/she will become more confident and more interested in
learning.



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)

- Mix water, soap, and food 
colouring in a bowl 

- Use a fork or your hand to mix 
and make foam (many small 
bubbles)

- Place some foam on a tray or 
in a shallow bucket and put it 
in front of your child 

- Let your child have fun playing in the colourful foam

- You can hide toys in the foam and ask your child to 
find them

- Talk to your child about the colours and textures 
while he/she plays with the foam

PICTURES

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)

- Talk to your child about what 
good hygiene means, e.g. 
washing hands often, bathing, 
brushing teeth etc.

- Talk to your child about the 
importance of good hygiene to 
help kill germs

- Stand in front of a mirror and talk to your child about 
what he/she sees. While talking add ‘dirt’ to the mirror 
and ask your child if he/she can see the dirt on 
himself/herself in the mirror

- Ask your child to clean the ‘dirt’ off the mirror using 
soap and explain that we wash ourselves with soap to 
kill the germs

!
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What you need:
• Mirror
• Lipstick/ Koki/ 

flour and 
water paste 
used as ‘dirt’

• Soap

What you need:
• 1.5 cups water
• 2 Tablespoons 

of dish soap
• Food colouring
• Large bowl
• Fork
• Tray or bucket

&
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Teach your child the importance of good hygiene from a young age. Talk about dirt and germs 
using simple language and be careful not to scare him/her too much as this will make him/her 
overly cautious. Messy play and getting dirty is part of growing and learning — allow your child 

to explore but remember to make it clear that cleaning afterwards is just as important.

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Pour a tablespoon of oil onto 

your child’s hands 

- Let your child play with slimy 
oil on the hands

- Add a small bit of ‘dirt’ (pepper 
or sand which represents 
germs)

- Ask your child to wash their 
hands using cold water only

- Lightly wipe his/her hands on the toilet paper (‘dirt’ 
should still be on your child’s hands and the toilet 
paper) - talk about what you see

- Add soap to your child’s hands and wash with warm 
water and see how the ‘dirt’ comes off.  Explain to 
your child that germs are like the ‘dirt’ and if we do 
not use soap and warm water, they stay on our 
hands 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)

- Put glitter/flour in your hand 
and then touch your child’s 
hand, shoulder, hair, etc. to 
show him/her how the 
glitter/flour passes from 
person to person so easily

- Explain that this is how germs 
are also passed on and that is 

why it is so important to wash your hands often with 
soap and water

- Put a small amount of glitter/flour on your child’s 
hands and ask him/her to rub the hands together

- Ask your child to wash his/her hands using soap and 
water to remove all the glitter/flour (germs)

!
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What you need:
• Oil (baby oil or 

cooking oil)
• Pepper/ sand 

used as ‘dirt’
• Soap
• Toilet paper

What you need:
• Glitter (cut up 

chips/sweet 
packets into 
small pieces) 
or some flour

• Soap
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Talk to your child about the 

importance of hand hygiene, 
asking him/her why we use 
soap

- Place a very clean glass in front 
of your child and fill it half full 
with warm water 

- With a toothpick, drop two 
drops of oil into the water 

- Ask your child what he/she sees and say “The drops 
float on top of the water” 

- Ask your child to try to break up the oil drops with 
the end of the toothpick, explaining that the oil drops 
are like germs (they will not break if we only use 
water)

- Rub a little soap around the toothpick and ask your 
child to try poke it into the oil drops again (the oil 
drops will break up into pieces all over the water)

- Explain to your child that soap breaks up dirt to 
make it easier for water to wash away germs

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Fill one bowl with a small 

amount of soap
- Fill the other bowl with water 

and sprinkle pepper across the 
surface of the water, explaining 
to your child that the pepper is 
the germs that are around us 
that we cannot see

- Ask him/her to dip his/her 
finger in the bowl and watch

what happens (the germs move towards his/her 
finger and the black pepper sticks to the fingertip)

- Ask your child to look at his/her finger and tell you if 
there are “germs” on it and say, “What should we do 
when there are germs on our fingers?”

- Now ask your child to dip a finger in the bowl with 
the soap and then back into the bowl with the 
pepper and watch what happens (the pepper will 
magically move away from the soapy finger)

- Explain to your child that when you use soap to wash 
your hands, the germs will stay away for longer 

!
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What you need:
• Soap
• Warm water
• Clean glass
• Oil
• Toothpick

What you need:
• Shallow bowl 

x2
• Water
• Pepper
• Soap
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• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Draw a mouth, eyes, nose and 

ears onto separate pieces of 
paper or cut out different facial 
body parts from a magazine

- Sellotape or glue each facial 
body part onto a stick 

- Sit in front of the mirror with 
your child and hold the mouth in 
front of his/her mouth 
emphasising the word ‘mouth’ 

- Repeat  the same with all the other body parts

- Let your child try to hold the body parts in front of 
his/her own face

- Laugh and have fun together!
Note: You can reinforce the paper with cardboard if you want to use the 

facial part sticks to play the game again on another day.

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)
- Look into a mirror and ask your 

child to find certain body parts 
e.g. “Where is your head?”, 
“Where is your mouth?”, “Where 
are your arms?”, etc. 

- Once your child has pointed to 
the body part, draw it onto a 
piece of paper 

- Talk about the features of the body part e.g. “Your 
head is round.”, “Your mouth has lips.”, “Your arms are 
long.”, etc.

- Continue until you have drawn your child’s entire 
body onto the paper

- Ask your child to colour in the picture you drew while 
you continue to talk about what makes his/her body 
unique using describing words e.g. big/small nose, 
long/short hair, thin/thick lips etc.

Note: At this age your child will only know a few basic body parts. It is 
important to repeat body part names often so that he/she can learn 

them all.

!
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What you need:

• Paper
• Pens/pencils
• Sticks
• Scissors
• Sellotape/ 

glue 
• Mirror

What you need:

• Paper

• Pens/pencils/
crayons

• Mirror

%



Building a positive identity from an early age is important for young children to be able to 
develop a healthy self-esteem and self-confidence. They need to understand who they are, 

where they belong and what makes them special and unique. 

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Draw the outline of a body onto a 

piece of paper and cut it out for 
your child

- Ask your child to draw his/her face 
onto the head and you can write 
your child’s name onto the body

- Ask your child to find and cut out 
pictures about his/her favourite 
things in shopping catalogues/ 
magazines/newspapers

- Ask your child to paste the pictures 
onto certain areas of the body:
- Favourite food — by the mouth
- Favourite smell — by the nose
- Favourite sound — by the ear
- Favourite touch — by the hand
- Favourite colour — by the eyes

- The other favourite things e.g. toys, animals, etc. can be 
pasted onto the body 

- Photos or drawn pictures of family members can be 
pasted close to the heart 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)

- Cut paper or scrap paper into 
equal rectangles 

- Staple / glue/ string them 
together to make them into a 
book

- Ask your child to draw
himself/herself onto the front cover of the book and 
write his/her name on it

- Ask your child to add pictures from magazines, 
photos or draw pictures onto each page of the book
so that it becomes a book about himself/herself

- There can be pages about:
- What he/she looks like
- Who’s all in the family
- His/her favourite colour/animal/food/toy
- What he/she likes or dislikes
- Where he/she lives

!

"
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What you need:
• Paper
• Scissors
• Glue/stapler/

string
• Pictures 

What you need:
• Any paper

• Pencils/ 
crayons

• Newspapers/
shopping 
catalogues/
magazines

• Scissors
• Glue

#



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Place a piece of paper in front of 

your child and ask him/her to 
draw himself/herself

- Talk to your child about what 
he/she looks like to help him/her 
draw himself/herself (make sure 

your child draws the eyes, mouth, nose, arms, hands, 
legs, etc.)

- Once the picture is complete, draw a puzzle outline 
and cut it up into five or six pieces 

- On the back of each piece help your child to draw one 
thing that makes him/her special e.g. he/she has a 
kind heart, he/she is funny etc.

- Ask your child to build the puzzle using each piece as 
a reminder of how special he/she is

Note: Practice drawing a person often. Over time ask your child to add 
more detail (e.g. eyebrows, nails etc). If you don’t have paper, let your 

child draw in the sand or on a window/mirror with mud.

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)

- Take a piece of paper

- Fold the paper into a zigzag

- Draw the template of a half 
body (as shown in the pictures)

- Help your child to cut out the 
body along the line

- Gently unfold the paper to reveal people holding 
hands

- Repeat these steps to make your whole family 

- Talk to your child about how each person in the family 
looks and how important each person is

!

"
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What you need:
• Paper x2
• Glue

• Pencils/ 
crayons

• Scissors

What you need:
• Any paper

• Pencils/ 
crayons

• Scissors

#

Fold on dotted lines, to make a zigzag

Draw template

Cut along the 
line and 
decorate



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Decorate the outside of two 

cups, try to use bright colours 
(siblings can help)

- Use this time to be creative and 
to have some ‘me time’

- Fill one cup with a few stones/ 
beans/sand/flour (anything that 
will make a noise when lightly 
shaken)

- Place the second cup directly on
top of the other that you filled and Sellotape them 
together tightly, making sure that the items inside 
will not fall out

- Use your rattle to get your child’s attention by 
shaking it behind his/her ears, encouraging him/her 
to listen and look where the noise is coming from

- While playing with your child talk to him/her and 
make different sounds so that your child continues to 
become familiar with your voice

Note: You can also use a toilet roll to make a rattle.

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)
- Ask your child to decorate the 

cup using Koki’s or paint
- Collect different bottle lids 

(metal and plastic) and ask 
your child to decorate them

- Carefully make 5 holes along 
the top of the cup, tying a 
piece of string through each 
hole

- Carefully pierce the bottle caps and thread them 
onto the string hanging from the cup, tying the 
bottle caps at different heights (close enough to 
knock each other)

- Take your child outside and hold the wind-chime up, 
to allow the bottle lids to hit one another

- Ask your child what he/she can hear, if he/she likes 
the sound and what else sounds the same

- Hang the wind-chime somewhere where the whole 
family can hear its magic

Note: You could also use a wire hanger to make a chime, hanging 
any metal objects from it. 

!
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What you need:

• Polystyrene/ 
paper cups x2

• Stones/beans
/sand/flour

• Koki’s / paint 
to decorate

• Sellotape

What you need:

• Polystyrene/ 
paper cup

• String
• Bottle lids
• Koki’s /paint 

to decorate

"



Example of a story:
Once upon a time there was a spotty dog. His 
name was Johnny. Johnny loved to go on a walk. 
One day, on his walk, Johnny saw something in 
the sky. He walked closer to see what it was. 
Every time he got close, it mover further and 
further away. Johnny started to run. Eventually 
he caught it. Can you guess what it was? 
Johnny caught a sweet packet flying in the 
wind. And guess what? It still had a sweet in it. 
Johnny ate the sweet and it was his favourite. 
“What a fun walk” thought Johnny.

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Use one cup as a head and the 

other as a body, glue the head 
on sideways so that your dog 
has an open mouth

- Draw some eyes, legs and feet, 
and cut out some ears to glue 
on

- Ask your child to decorate their 
dog as they want to

- While your child colours the dog in, cut out a few 
bones to feed the dog

- Together with your child, name the dog

- Tell your child a short story about the dog, using the 
dog as a puppet

- Every time you say the dogs name i.e. Johnny, ask 
your child to feed the dog a bone (you can also try 
this with different words)

What you need:

• Polystyrene/ 
paper cup x2

• Paper
• Scissors
• Glue
• Koki’s / paint 

to decorate

Listening is an important part of communication. Not being able to listen properly, will lead to 
miscommunication and misunderstanding. Listening skills help your child to understand and 

follow instructions. Having good listening skills will help your child to work and focus better. Like 
any other skill, listening needs to be practiced. 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Ask your child to decorate two 

cups/cans
- Make a small hole in the centre of 

the base of both cups/cans
- Tie 1 paperclip to one end of the 

string
- Pull the other end of the string 

through the hole in one of the 
paper cups/cans (the paperclip 
must be inside the cup/can)

- Put the other end of the string 
into the hole of the second 
cup/can (from the outside in)

- Tie the second paperclip to the 
end of the string

- Pull the cups/cans apart so that in each cup/can the 
paperclip lies flat on the bottom and the string is tight

- Talk into the cup/can while your child listens placing 
his/her cup/can tightly over his/her ear to hear you

- Start with a simple sentence, such as ‘I love you’ or ‘how 
are you?’

- Ask your child to repeat what you said and to respond to 
you

Note: Make sure that the cans do not have sharp edges that can cut 
your child.

!
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What you need:

• Polystyrene/ 
paper cup/ 
cans x2

• Paperclip x2
• 2m of string

• Pin
• Koki’s and 

paint
#



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Cut a piece of string around 

30cm long

- Make a small hole in the 
bottom-centre of the 
polystyrene/paper cup and in 
the centre of a bottle lid

- Pull the string through the hole 
at the bottom of the cup and 
tie a knot at the end to 
prevent the string from being 
pulled through the cup

- Thread the bottle lid onto the string and tie a knot to 
keep it in place 

- Ask your child to decorate the cup 

- Let the fun begin — ask your child to swing the cup 
and to try to catch the lid inside the cup

Note: You could also use a plastic bottle instead of a cup, cutting off 
the top of the bottle and using the bottom half as a cup.

What you need:

• Polystyrene/ 
paper cup x1

• Bottle lid
• Piece of 

string
• Koki’s/ 

crayons

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Use the polystyrene/paper cups 

to make some animal puppets

- Start with one animal at a time 
- Talk to your child about the 

animal and what it looks like (e.g. 
a pig has two big ears, a flat 
round nose and two big eyes)

- Ask your child to make the 
animal using the cup and any 
items you have to decorate

- Let your child make a story with all the animals you 
made

- Maybe you also know a song that you could sing 
together about the animals
Note: If you do not have cups, you could use plastic bottles or paper 

bags to make the puppets.

!
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What you need:

• Polystyrene/ 
paper cups

• Koki’s/paint

• Any items to 
decorate 
cups (e.g. 
paper, sticks, 
leaves, lids) #



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Practice clapping with your child
- While clapping the hands 

together count ‘one, two —
one, two — one, two’

- Take two 6 pack egg cartons or cut one 18 pack egg 
carton in half

- Give your child a carton in each hand saying ‘one’  
when showing the first carton and ‘two’ when 
showing the second carton

- Clap by tapping the egg cartons together saying 
‘one, two — one, two — one, two’

- Ask your child to clap with the egg cartons in his/her 
own hands (place your hands over your child’s hands 
if he/she is struggling to hold the egg cartons 
himself/herself)

- If your child’s hands are not big enough, place the 
two cartons in front of him/her and let him/her tap 
each one of them alternating between the two, 
while you say ‘one, two — one, two — one, two’

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)

- Cut the egg carton into 
different cones to make 
stacking cups

- Help your child to paint them 
(see back of book for the DIY 
paint recipe)

- Talk to your child about what you could build with the 
cups

- Build towers and knock them over

- Build a tower using only one cup and a tower using 
many cups — talk to your child about 1 and many

- Build a tower with 2 or 3 cups and count out loud 

- Play this often with your child so that he/she starts 
to learn to count 

!
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What you need:

• 2x 6 pack egg 
cartons

What you need:

• Egg carton
• Scissors
• Paint to 

decorate
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Counting is an important skill that we use every day. Before being able to understand what 
each number means, children need to know the order the numbers come in (rote counting). 
Once the children are familiar with number names and their order, they start to learn that 

each number refers to a certain quantity (object counting). 

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Cut the egg carton into 5 

different cones (10 can be used 
for older children)

- Ask your child to paint and 
decorate the egg cones (see 
back of book for the DIY paint 
recipe)

- Help your child to make a hole in 
each egg cone 

- Ask your child to thread the string through each cone

- Now you have a counter string which you can use to 
practice counting with your child

- Slide the cones across the string from one side to the 
other counting how many there are

- Slide a few cones over to one side and ask your child 
to just count those, pointing to each cone while 
counting out loud

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Write number symbols 1-10 onto 

plastic lids using a pen

- Place the empty egg carton in 
front of your child

- Give your child one bean/small 
stone and ask him/her to count 
it out loud and then to put it 
into the first cone of the egg 
carton

- Ask your child to find the lid with a number 1 and to 
put it on top of the cone with the one bean in it

- Then give your child two beans to count out loud and 
put into the next cone 

- Again ask you child to find the matching number lid

- Continue like this up to number 5 and if your child 
counts well you can continue to number 10

- When your child can count well you can also mix up 
the order of the numbers to make it more difficult

!
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What you need:

• Egg carton
• Beans/small 

stones
• 10 plastic lids
• Pen

What you need:

• Egg carton
• Long string
• Scissors
• Paint 

(optional)



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Draw different colour shapes 

onto a piece of paper and cut 
them out

- Draw patterns onto a piece of 
paper that your child must copy 
(if you are using a six-egg carton 
draw six shapes on the paper in 
two rows)

- Place the egg carton in front of your child and put 
the drawn pattern behind the egg carton

- Give your child the cut-out shapes and ask him/her 
to build the pattern into the egg carton 

- Start with easy patterns (e.g. different coloured 
circles) and as your child gets better make more 
difficult patterns (e.g. different shapes and colours)
Note: If you have plastic geo shapes or Lego blocks you can also use 

those to make patterns more complicated not only focusing on colour 
but also on shape and size. 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Help your child to make an egg 

“monster” by folding two egg 
holders onto each other

- Draw one eye onto the ‘monster’

- Make a flag using a toothpick 
and paper, writing the number 1 
on it to show your child what the 
number looks like

- Ask your child to use his/her writing fingers (thumb, 
index and middle fingers) to make  one small ball by 
crumpling paper up

- Ask your child to count the eyes on the “monster”, to 
put the flag in the top of the head and to feed it one 
paper ball

- Repeat these steps with all the numbers from one to 
ten

- Make this more difficult by putting all the flags, balls 
and heads mixed in a pile and asking your child to 
sort them, matching the flag numbers to the 
number of eyes and feeding the correct number of 
paper balls

!
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What you need:

• Egg carton
• Koki’s/ 

crayons
• Scrap paper
• Toothpick

What you need:

• Egg carton
• Paper
• Koki’s/ 

crayons

%



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Make salt dough (see back of 

book for the DIY salt dough 
recipe)

- Make a round shaped flat 
sheet

- Print your baby’s hand and foot 
into the salt dough

- Make a hole through the dough 
at the top using a straw or pen

- Write in your child’s name and the date 
- Let it air dry for a few days or dry in the oven at 

120°C for +/- 2 hours 
- Once dry you can paint it with your child 
- Thread a string through the hole and hang it up
- As your child grows older, let him/her compare 

his/her hand/foot with the imprint to see how his/her 
hands and feet get bigger

- You can also count the fingers and toes on the prints 
together 

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)

- Make playdough (see back of book 
for the DIY playdough recipe)

- Pretend to be bakers, allowing 
your child to be the leader and tell 
you what to do 

- You can also ask your child to roll 
balls (using 2 hands) to make 
cupcakes

- Your child can press the balls down to make flat biscuits

- Ask your child to pinch off some dough, using the thumb 
and first finger, to decorate the biscuits

- Your child can roll the dough into a snake and cut it into 
pieces to make rolls

- Talk about the colours and shapes of what you are baking 

- When you are finished, have a tea party together

!
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What you need:

• Salt dough
• String
• Straw/pen
• Paint 

(optional)

What you need:

• Playdough
• Plastic lids
• Containers
• Trays
• Cookie 

cutters
%



Through make-belief play your child explores relationships and feelings, practices language and 
social skills, and builds confidence. Make-belief play also boosts your child’s imagination and 

creativity, important for developing thinking and problem-solving skills.  

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)

- Make playdough or salt dough 
(see back of book for the DIY 
salt- and playdough recipe)

- Ask your child to roll the dough 
into long sausages

- Place the sausages onto a tray 
creating a maze

- Give your child a small ball or toy car and let him/her 
find the way through the maze

- Alternative: Give your child cotton wool and a straw, 
let him/her use the straw to blow the cotton wool 
through the maze

Note: If you use salt dough and let it air dry for a few days, it becomes 
a more permanent maze. You can also make small balls using salt 

dough and let them air or oven dry to use in the maze .

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)

- Make playdough (see back of 
book for the DIY playdough 
recipe)

- Ask your child to get creative by 
building with the playdough

- Give your child some sticks/ 
stones/beans/lentils/rice to use 
with the playdough — the more 

creative, the better (e.g. build a house, tree, number, 
shape etc)

- Let your child tell you what he/she has built -
encourage him/her to speak in full sentences when 
talking about what he/she built

- Ask your child to practice counting while playing e.g. 
count the number of beans/sticks/ playdough balls 
used etc.

!
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What you need:

• Playdough
• Sticks/stones
• Beans/lentils/

rice
• Cutlery/ 

utensils 

What you need:

• Playdough/ 
Salt dough

• Plastic tray
• Ball/marble/ 

car/cotton
• Straw



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Make playdough (see back of 

book for the DIY playdough 
recipe)

- Use your imagination together 
and make various ‘food items’ 
using the playdough e.g. pizza, 

bread, cake, fruit, hamburgers, etc.

- Cutlery and utensils can be used to form the 
playdough into the right shapes

- Ask your child to prepare the food onto plates

- Lay a blanket out on the floor and have a picnic 
together pretending to eat the ‘food’ you have made 
from the playdough

Note: If you use salt dough and let it dry it becomes hard and you can 
use it as play food for longer. However, when using playdough you can 

re-shape the food into other food items. 

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Make playdough (see back of 

book for the DIY playdough 
recipe)

- Ask your child to roll the 
playdough out or to press it 
down using the hands

- Use different toys e.g. animal, car, plastic doll, etc. 
and let them ‘walk’ or ‘drive’ over the playdough, 
making sure your child presses down hard enough to 
make imprints into the playdough

- Look at the patterns they leave behind in the 
playdough and talk to your child about the shape and 
size of the patterns

- Ask your child to count the prints the toy made e.g. 
count the footprints, count the tyre marks, count 
the paw prints, etc.

- You can also make a pattern that your child must 
copy using colour balls of playdough to practise 
copying a pattern

!
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What you need:

• Playdough
• Hard toys
• Cutlery 

What you need:

• Playdough
• Plate 
• Utensils/ 

cutlery 

$



• BEGINNING (0 — 18 MONTHS)
- Carefully make a small hole at the 

bottom and top of a box 

- Thread string or ribbon from the 
bottom of the box through both 
holes, tying a knot at each of the 
ends of the string to make sure that 
it cannot be pulled back through the 
hole

- Make sure the string is long enough 
so that when your child pulls at one 
end it becomes longer on the one side 
and shorter on the opposite side 

- Repeat the process with more holes 
and strings

- Seal the box with tape

- Decorate the box to make it look 
pretty and exciting

- This activity will help your child learn about cause and effect 

- Say ‘pull’ each time your child does the movement to help 
improve vocabulary

!
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• MOVING ON (18 — 36 MONTHS)
- Use a colander/laundry basket 

and thread string across the 
inner space to create a string 
web

- Place different items into the 
colander/laundry basket under 
the string web

- Ensure that the items are 
different sizes (not too big that 
they do not fit through the 
string web) and different 
textures

- Ask your child to reach for one object and to take it 
out through the web

- Allow your child some time to touch and feel the 
texture of the different items

- Talk to your child about what it feels like, the colour, 
the shape, the name etc.

!
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What you need:

• Various 
lengths of 
string or 
ribbon (any 
lengths you 
have) 

• Cardboard 
box/shoebox

• Sellotape
• Knife/scissors

(to make 
holes)

What you need:

• String
• Colander/ 

laundry 
basket

• Small items 
from the 
house: 
-keys 
-beans
-lids 
-bottle tops
-spoons
-small toys



Understanding space is important for your child as it helps him/her to understand where things are in 
the environment.  When moving his/her own body or other objects in and through a space your child 

starts to develop a 3D understanding of the world around him/her. This is an important foundation for 
many other skills e.g. ball skills, steering, safety judgement, etc. 

• ADVANCING FURTHER (3-4 YEARS)
- Pick a spot like a passage or any 

space where you will be able to 
create a string maze e.g. under a 
table, between trees or chairs

- Tape the end of the string to 
either a high point or a low point

- Tape the string in a crisscross way so that it looks like a 
big spider web

- Try to make areas that your child will have to crawl 
under, bend over, step over, etc. 

- You can make it interesting by hanging small bells (if you 
have) onto the strings so if your child hits a string the 
bell will ring

- To make it even more fun, you can ask your child to fetch 
something on the one side of the string maze and to 
bring it back to you without touching the string

- Count the number of objects he/she can fetch and how 
often he/she touches the string

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Talk to your child about his/her 

favourite animal

- Together draw and decorate a 
picture of the animal

- Turn the animal over and tape two 
small pieces of straw to the back of 
it

- Tape a small stone to the bottom 
of the animal to add weight to it

- Cut a piece of string about 1m long 
and pull the string through the 
straws, making a hoop on top of 
your animal

- After you have pulled your string through the straws, tie 
a big knot to the ends, so that your animal will not fall off 
the string

- Hang your animal on a doorknob and ask your child to 
pull the strings one at a time to see the animal climb

- You can add some pictures behind the animal to make it 
look like he/she is in the jungle and talk to your child 
about the animal being above, under, next to the 
pictures on the door

!
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What you need:

• String
• Pieces of a 

straw
• Cardboard
• Crayons
• Scissors
• Tape

What you need:

• String
• Scissors
• Masking tape



• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Ask your child to break three 

sticks into equal lengths to build 
a triangle

- Help your child to tie the 
corners together using string/wool

- Let your child decorate the triangle by stringing or 
weaving string/wool around and around the shape

- You can make a loop at the top to hang up the 
triangle

- Talk to your child how a triangle has 3 sides

- Try making different shapes and talk about how they 
look e.g. a square has 4 equal sides, etc. 

- Once you have completed all your shapes tie them to 
a long piece of string to make a window charm

!
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• TOWARDS GRADE R  (4-5 YEARS)
- Ask your child to draw one circle onto 

cardboard and two circles onto paper by 
tracing around any round object  e.g. 
small plate, small bowl, small pot, etc. 

- Help your child to cut out all three circles 
and to decorate the two paper circles 
using paint/crayons/pens 

- Ask your child to glue the decorated paper 
circles onto either sides of the cardboard

- Poke two small holes through the circle, as 
close to the centre as possible (+/- 1 cm 
apart)

- Ask your child to thread one piece of 
string (+/- 40 cm) through both holes and 
help him/her to tie the two ends together 

- Ask your child to place both pointing 
fingers through the loops of the string on 
either side of the cardboard circle

- Help your child to wind up the cardboard spinner by turning the 
circle for him/her while he/she is holding the string still (the string 
will twist)

- Ask him her to slowly start moving his/her hands towards the circle 
and back out again to keep the circle in a spinning motion (this takes 
some practice!)

!
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What you need:

• String
• Cardboard
• Paper
• Round object 

(e.g. small 
plate, bowl, 
pot, etc.)

• Paint/pens/ 
crayons

• Scissors
• Glue

What you need:

• String/wool
• Sticks 



Young children learn the best through play. Spend lots of time with your child,
playing and talking. Make happy memories for your child to remember for the
rest of his/her life.

Make your child’s development and learning your priority. Your child’s brain is still
developing very fast at this age and you can help build strong connections in the
brain to make learning easier. Nelson Mandela once said, “Education is the most
powerful weapon you can use to change the world”.

Please share these activities with all your family and friends. The more that can
benefit from what we do, the better.

Below are our social media platform details, please follow and like us for any
updates:

Website f : thelearninginitiative.org  
Email l : info@thelearninginitiative.org  
Facebook K : TheLearningInitiativeNPO
Instagram X : thelearninginitiative



Ingredients:

- 1 cup flour

- 1 cup salt

- 1 cup water

- Food colouring

Method:

- Step 1: Place flour and salt in a 
bowl

- Step 2: Add water and food 
colouring

- Step 3: Stir well

You can also add glitter, sand or 
more salt to the paint mixture.

Ingredients

- 1 cup of Flour

- ¼ cup of Salt
- ½ cup Water

- 1 teaspoon Vegetable oil
- Food colouring

Method:

- Step 1: Place the flour and salt 
in a bowl

- Step 2: Add water, oil and food 
colouring

- Step 3: Stir well and knead

- Step 4: If too wet, add more 
flour

Play dough recipe can last for a few 
weeks. Store it in an airtight container in 
the fridge to last longer.

Ingredients
- 2 cups of Flour
- 1 cup of Salt
- 1 cup Water
- Food colouring

Method:
- Step 1: Place the flour and salt 

in a bowl
- Step 2: Add water and food 

colouring
- Step 3: Stir well and knead
- Step 4: If too wet, add more 

flour

Salt dough holds its shape and hardens 
when left out to dry.
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HOMEMADE PAINT RECIPE

HOMEMADE PLAY DOUGH RECIPE

HOMEMADE SALT DOUGH RECIPE
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Diamond

Star



On behalf of The Learning Initiative Team we 
would like to thank the Western Cape 

Department of Social Development for their 
continued support in this project. 

Thank you to every parent/caregiver who 
assisted us with taking pictures. Your 
children make this book extra special! 
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